Dear NACST Members:

In our March newsletter, it is hoped that you will find information and the action of others as inspiration - to act on behalf of children in your own community. The pace seems to be picking up, especially as it relates to parents who are speaking up to school board trustees and openly demonstrating at schools – spreading the word about the dangers of wireless radiation exposure for children. We will continue to work on the new Turn It Off 4 Kids resource page with some tools to help you spread the message to others and plan on releasing that in April.

Help us reach more people who need this information. Please encourage your colleagues, family and friends to join NACST: http://www.nacst.org/individual.html

**Wi-Fi In Schools and Libraries**

29 March 2016
Safe Tech For Schools Maryland
Wi-Fi In Classroom Liability Notice Served To New York School District | 15 March 2016
Board of Education Meeting Onteora Central School District (06:45 min video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmhOP_vlK1c&feature=youtu.be

26 March 2016
Worcester, MA - Telegram
LETTER: Advisories on Wi-Fi Are Buried
http://www.telegram.com/article/20160326/NEWS/160329414
Cecelia Doucette

25 March 2016
Safe Tech for Schools Maryland
California Parents Are Protesting In the Streets With Signs
http://safetechforschoolsmaryland.blogspot.com/2016/03/california-parents-are-protesting-in.html

20 March 2016
ElectromagneticHealth.org
Constant Pulsing and High Peaks in N. Kingstown RI High School
Camilla Rees

12 March 2016
National Association for Children and Safe Technology
Fullerton, California - Parent Addresses the FJUHSD Trustees On Wireless Radiation
2/9/2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1qPseNg8u4
Diane Hickey

"Over 200 scientists have stated that our exposure to wireless radiation is an emerging public health crisis, damaging our DNA, leading to premature death."

"Why are you trustees moving ahead with installing wireless radiation in our children and teacher's classroom environment?"

11 March 2016
Massachusetts - mysouthborough.com
Fay Accused of Retaliating Against Family Suing School; Q&A with Mother
Beth

10 March 2016
Safe Tech For Schools Maryland
CKNWS News Canada Teachers Union Wants Wi-Fi Banned From Schools (02:35 minute video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2dcZefK0Mc

07 March 2016
O'Dwyer's
Israeli TV Warns of Wi-Fi Dangers in Schools
Jack O'Dwyer

"Israel's Channel 1 national TV program aired a 17-minute segment Feb. 24 examining charges that electromagnetic radiation from Wi-Fi and other sources poses a danger to citizens, especially children."

Direct link to the news video -

24 February 2016
No Rad Blog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjk5VSRaYSw
Amir Borenstein

06 March 2016
Safe Tech For Schools Maryland
"We Should Not Be Subjecting Children's Brains to Wi-Fi. Screens In Schools" Jill Stein (02:43 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGQjaSJP2Xg&feature=youtu.be

01 March 2016
O'Dwyers
Children Rap Wi-Fi ... 594,309 Cell Towers Blast Neighborhoods... Wireless Burglar Alarms are Dangerous...
Jack O'Dwyer

March 2016
ElectromagneticHealth.org
Wi-Fi In Schools – The Risks and The Realities - Dr. Karl Maret, Camilla Rees and Teacher Shelley McDonald
https://vimeo.com/157917071

14 June 2010
Barrie Trower
Wi-Fi Is Not Safe For Children (01:53 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SS_ivzKaEME
Jini Patel Thompson

04 December 2011
Wi-Fi In Schools Is Safe. True or False? (24:08 minute video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6v75sKAUFdc&ebc-ANyPxKr03MLhAT9Jac71DGBD97EPWG308VMY2P8SlWqUT3CQwhHyz76gFvP9e2jXozwTNIUeJbcz7CQh7sFvlT7VD8v3gEpigg
Dr. Magda Havas

Cell Phone Towers and Children

31 March 2016
Safe Schools For Prince George’s County
President, Los Angeles County Firefighters’ Union, Local 1014, Opposes Cell Towers (03:16 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-x_xv6dg9E
David Gillotte

"25 Year Veteran Firefighter compares cell towers to cigarettes and calls for a halt to the cell antennas being built on fire stations. Cell towers should not be on schools either!"

17 March 2016
New Hampshire – Eagle-Tribune
Salem Residents Speak Out Against Cell Tower – Structure Would Be Erected Near School
Doug Ireland
Medical / Scientific Advocacy

06 March 2016
Ireland – Open Your Mind (OYM) Radio
Guest: Dr. Martin Pall (01:58:12, Dr. Pall begins at 22:00 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvsfVZ5trtc

The biological effects of EMF and Voltage Gated Calcium Channel (VGCC) mechanism are discussed during this interview.

14 January 2016
Italy - Il Tirreno
I Pediatri: Allarme Telefonino Per I Bambini
http://iltirreno.gelocal.it/italia-mondo/2016/01/14/news/i-pediatri-allarme-telefonino-per-i-piu-piccoli-112776630?id=2.3521&fsp=2.3449&refresh_ce
Sara Ficocelli

"Pediatricians in Italy ask to prohibit cell phones for children under 10 years old. The Italian Society for Preventive and Social Pediatrics raises the alarm: cell phones for children under 10 years old need to be prohibited. Loss of concentration, difficulty to learn and aggressiveness, according to the experts, are among the harmful effects for health that smartphone provoke in the smallest."

27 May 2014
Activist Post
Top Biochemist Calls To Abolish Smart Meters, Wifi In Schools, And Baby Monitors
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/05/top-biochemist-calls-to-abolish-smart.html
Kevin Sampson

"...these devices are a biohazard which need to be abolished." Dr. Martin Pall

(circa 2011)
Zone’in
Zone’in Fact Sheet | A research review regarding the impact of technology on child development, behavior, and academic performance.
http://www.sd23.bc.ca/ProgramsServices/earlylearning/parentinformation/Documents/Impact%20of%20Technology%20on%20Children%20Development.pdf
Cris Rowan, Pediatric OT

"The ways in which we are educating and raising our children with technology are no longer sustainable."

17 October 2007
Safewireless.org
Dangers of the Wireless Cell Phone, Wi-Fi and EMF Age (38:46 minutes)
https://archive.org/details/safewireless.orgDangersofthewirelesscellphone_wi-fiandemfage
Dr. George Carlo
“World-renowned Epidemiologist Dr. George Carlo provided a high impact presentation that exposed the dangers of living in the wireless age in a way that everyone could understand.”

Scientific Research

03 March 2016
IEEE Power Electronics Magazine, Volume 3, Issue 1, pas 60-68
Some Effects of Weak Magnetic Fields on Biological Systems: RF fields can change radical concentrations and cancer cell growth rates (abstract only)
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7425396
Barnes, F., Greenenbaum, B.

2016
Neuro-Oncology Journal
American Brain Tumor Association Adolescent and Young Adult Primary Brain and Central Nervous System Tumors Diagnosed in the United States in 2008-2012
http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/content/18/suppl_1/i1.full
Quinn T. Ostrom, M.A., M.P.H., et al.

Articles on this study:

1) 07 March 2016
Canada - Prevent Cancer Now
Brain Tumours Now the Most Frequent Form of Cancer in U.S. Adolescents: Ground-breaking American Study
Meg Sears, PhD

2) 27 February 2016
Tech Times (industry publication)
Malignant Brain Tumors Top Cause Of Cancer Deaths Among US Adolescents, Young Adults
Rhondi Lee

Legal / Legislation

23 March 2016
Electromagnetic Radiation Safety
Berkely Cell Phone “Right to Know” Ordinance Coverage
Dr. Joel Moskowitz

Articles / Various
30 March 2016
EMF Safety Network
Why Wi-Fi Why? (03:21 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odGkOgzbAr4&feature=share
ZappiDee Doo Dah

21 March 2016
Global Union Against Radiation Deployment from Space (GUARDS)
Google’s Loony Experiment Approved by FCC
Catherine Klieber and Ed Friedman

18 March 2016
The Sydney Morning Herald | Digital Life
Smartphones are ruling our lives and killing our imaginations
Kim Arlington

06 March 2016
Aljazeera, Science & Technology
South Korea Tackles Youth Mobile-Phone Addiction
Harry Fawcett

“Treatment centres planned where teenagers will read, play games and interact without their smartphones and computers.”

17 August 2015
The World Privacy Forum
Protect Your Kids At School: Opt Them Out of Information Sharing (01:47 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFDqSHjxopU

07 July 2015
Nature Valley Canada (Granola Bar Company)
Nature Valley 3 Generations - # RediscoverNature (03:01 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=is5W6GxAI3c

“Our relationship with nature is disappearing. That is what we found out when we talked to 3 generations and asked them one simple question: What did you like to do for fun as a kid?”

22 October 2014
Fearless Parent
Parents: Should You Nix the WiFi?
http://fearlessparent.org/parents-should-you-nix-the-wifi/
Louise Kuo Habakus

Thank you for being a part of NACST and good luck with your individual efforts!